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Memorial Steps to be
replaced due to snow damage
by Isha Fahad

Contributing Writer

Caroline Ambros / The Tufts Daily

The Vietnamese Student Club had Professor Loan Dao share her personal experiences resettling in America as a refugee on Monday, April 13.

Vietnamese Students Club
commemorates war anniversary
by Safiya Nanji

Assistant News Editor

On April 13, the Tufts Vietnamese
Students Club ( VSC) commemorated
the 40th anniversary of the end of
the Vietnamese American War with an
event in the Alumnae Lounge at 7:00
p.m. featuring speakers who highlighted both past and present issues.
The event, which was co-sponsored

by the Asian American Alliance, United
for Immigrant Justice, the Consortium
of Studies in Race, Colonialism and
Diaspora, the Department of Sociology,
the Department of Anthropology,
the Asian American Center and the
Diversity Fund, was the VSC’s final
event in a series of events commemorating the struggles and strength of
see VSC, page 2

After 15 years, the Tufts Memorial
Steps will be replaced again. The
project will start in late May and run
until the end of November, according to Senior Manager of Project
Administration Ray Santangelo.
In an email to the Daily, Santangelo
confirmed that the heavy snowfall
this year in particular has damaged
the steps, which are alternatively
known as the Memorial Stairs.
“The need for a tremendous
amount of ice melt damages the
stairs significantly,” Santangelo said.
“The new stairs will have piping
under them that will aid with snow
melting, requiring less shoveling and
less salt.”
Timothy Smith, architect of the
Memorial Stairs project, said that the
existing stairs were last repaired in
the summer of 2000.
“Since that time, there has been
significant movement which has
caused the granite and concrete elements of the stair[s] to crack and
spall,” he told the Daily in an email.
Smith further explained that the
movement is caused by large quantities of surface and subsurface water
moving off the hill.
“The existing drains that serve the
stairs are plugged, broken and are
of no use, but were probably insufficient from the beginning,” he said.
Both Santangelo and Smith noted
that the soils in the Memorial
Steps area are very dense glacial
till, which absorbs little or no water.

Tufts alum Bill Richardson to return as Fletcher
professor
Tufts alumnus and former
Governor of New Mexico Bill
Richardson (LA ’70, F ’71) will
return to Tufts as a professor
of practice at the Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy
next fall. Richardson will
teach a class on diplomatic
tradecraft.
Prior to his career as governor, Richardson was secretary
of energy under President
Bill Clinton and a congressman for New Mexico. He was
also a Democratic presidential
candidate in the 2008 election cycle.
	According to the Fletcher
School’s policy on affiliated
faculty appointments, a professor of practice designates
a faculty member who has
made distinct contributions to
the public or private sector.
“Professors of practice
should be able to bring to
the students, on a continuing basis, the benefits of such
experience,” the policy reads.
	Academic Dean and Professor
of International Law at Fletcher
Ian Johnstone highlighted the
vast perspective Richardson will
bring to Fletcher students.

“Governor Richardson is
a renowned troubleshooter whose work in numerous hotspots — from North
Korea to Iraq to Sudan — has
earned him the nomination
for the Nobel Peace Prize several times,” Johnstone said in
a statement on the Fletcher
School website. “Fletcher stu-

dents will benefit from his
first-hand experiences as they
look forward to joining the
ranks of accomplished alumni
like him.”

—by Emma Steiner

Mike Schinkel via Flickr
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They explained that when movement
occurs and water infiltrates different parts of the stairs, the brick
cheek walls on each side of the steps
deteriorate.
According to Smith, this deterioration is amplified by the original
construction, which placed granite
treads below the brick walls.
“Whenever the granite stairs moved
upward with frost action in the soil
below, it has caused the brick walls to
crack and lose bond,” he said.
Santangelo described the granite
steps as bearing directly on soil that
is precariously supported on scraps
of brick on top of narrow concrete
carriage walls at the end of each piece
of granite.
“As the water moves on top of the
soil below and washes it away, some
of the granite supports have failed,
and many are at risk,” he said.
Gresh Lattimore (F ’70), chair of the
Advocates for Tufts Reserve Officers’
Training Corps (ROTC), highlighted the historic significance of the
Memorial Steps.
“The steps are in keeping with the
Tufts tradition of providing young
officers at time of war,” Lattimore
said.
As a Fletcher School alumnus, he
recalled that he had no particular
affiliation with the steps while he
was studying, until he returned back
after serving as a Navy officer in the
Vietnam War.
“During that one year at Tufts, I
didn’t even know the steps existed,”
see STEPS, page 2

Kimberly Theidon to
become Fletcher professor
by Patrick McGrath
News Editor

Writer and medical anthropologist Kimberly Theidon will
join the Fletcher School of
Law and Diplomacy this
fall as the Henry J. Leir Chair
in International Humanitarian
Studies and a tenured professor
of human security.
“I think Fletcher is one of the
foremost places to be studying
gender, conflict and peacebuilding,” Theidon said. “There’s an
amazing faculty, and I think it’s
quickly going to be one of the
premier schools in which to
study those issues.”
Theidon, a former associate
professor of anthropology at
Harvard University, left the university after being denied tenure in May 2013. She later filed
a federal Title IX lawsuit against
the school in March 2014 with
the Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination for
being denied tenure because of
her support for students who
were victims of sexual assault or
harassment on campus.
Dean of the Fletcher School

James Stavridis issued a statement explaining that Theidon
was selected for the position
based on her academic credentials.
“Professor Kimberly Theidon
was appointed because she
applied for the job and was by
far the best scholar and teacher in a brilliant field of candidates,” he said in the statement.
“Her published work speaks for
itself, and her expertise in Latin
America was a terrific fit for us,
as well as her deep experience
in human security, her speciality. We are thrilled to have [her]
on the faculty.”
International Media Relations
Specialist at the Fletcher School
Taraneh Pettinato added that
after being selected for the
position, Theidon was granted
tenure this spring.
“The tenure process, which
involves committees at both
the school and university levels, was completed earlier this
semester,” Pettinato told the
Daily in an email.
Theidon said she has pursee THEIDON, page 2
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Former Harvard professor files lawsuit against Harvard
THEIDON

continued from page 1

sued research based on her
background in Latin American
studies and public health.
“I am a medical anthro-

pologist very interested in the
impact of violence, how people practice violence, survive
through it, experience it and
then what happens at the end of
very messy internal conflicts,”

she said. “I’ve worked most
closely in Peru and Colombia,
where you did have … fratricidal violence … I’m extremely
interested in what people do
in the aftermath of that kind

Courtesy Suzanne Kreiter / The Boston Globe

Theidon sued Harvard as a result of her belief that faculty should be safe to speak out about campus sexual assault.

of violence — not only at the
level of the nation-state, but
also locally.”
Theidon explained that her
courses
at
the
Fletcher
School will relate primarily to
her research interests.
“I will be teaching courses
on transitional justice, human
security … we’ll also be looking
at post-conflict social reconstruction, and then I plan to
teach a class on drug policy as
well,” she said.
During the current academic year, Theidon has served
as a fellow at the Woodrow
Wilson International Center for
Scholars after Harvard denied
her tenure. She decided to file
a lawsuit against the school
to raise awareness about the
silencing of faculty members
who want to speak out about
sexual assault and harassment
on college campuses.
“I filed my lawsuit because
I think the retaliation against
faculty who speak out about
campus sexual assault and
harassment is systematic and
pervasive,” Theidon said. “And
I felt very strongly that I needed
to stand up and do something
about it.”
Harvard
Director
of
University Communications
Anna Cowenhaven issued a
statement explaining that
Theidon was not denied tenure
for the reasons she had claimed.
“Dr. Theidon’s central claims
that inappropriate judgments
affected her tenure decision

continue to be flatly wrong,”
the statement said. “There is no
merit whatsoever to her allegations of discrimination or
retaliation. Any advocacy on Dr.
Theidon’s part on behalf of victims of sexual harassment and
sexual assault at Harvard was
not known, let alone considered, as part of the University’s
decision on her tenure case.
Moreover, such advocacy would
never adversely affect a tenure
decision at Harvard.”
Theidon noted that when
looking at Title IX movements
across college campuses, it is
striking how few professors
are involved. She believes this
stems from the retaliation
professors risk if they do
speak out.
“I thought, if I allow Harvard
to do this to me, then what is
the message they send to all
of the first- and second-year
assistant professors who know
what’s going on, who want to
do the right thing and speak out
and are terrified into silence?”
she said. “As faculty, we should
be our students’ best allies in
making campuses safer and
more equitable learning environments.”
Theidon expressed optimism about moving on to the
Fletcher School.
“I’m delighted to be joining
an interdisciplinary environment,” she said. “I have felt very
welcome and supported, and
I’m delighted and really looking
forward to being at Fletcher.”

Speakers discuss Vietnamese-American experiences at commemoration
VSC

continued from page 1

Vietnamese-Americans, both past and
present.
VSC Freshman Representative
Leanna Pham and VSC Culture Chair
Steven Tran, both first-year students, noted that VSC wanted to
diverge from typically explored perspectives in order to share contemporary issues surrounding the resiliency
of Vietnamese-Americans.
According to Pham and Tran, VSC
wanted to open the event to the Tufts
community in order to promote awareness about the Vietnamese American
diaspora and enhance VSC’s campus
social presence.
The group also wanted to allow
anyone identifying as VietnameseAmerican an outlet to discuss past history and present concerns.
“In the Vietnamese culture, struggles

and hardships are not talked about; our
families do not really talk about their
experiences after the war, and with this
event, we hope to have a discussion on
the past experiences that many try to
conceal,” Pham and Tran explained in
an email to the Daily.
VSC invited Loan Dao, assistant
professor of Asian American Studies
at the University of Massachusetts
Boston and Chrys Tran, a current student at Brown University as keynote
speakers.
Dao spoke both of present concerns
facing the Vietnamese-American community at the local and national level
and about the immigrant experience
in the United States.
“[She] recounted her initial resettlement in the United States and discussed the immigration of Southeast
Asians since 1975 … and focused on
how immigrants have tried to find an

identity and role within American society,” Pham and Tran said.
Dao’s areas of expertise include
immigrant and refugee youth,
Vietnamese and Southeast Asian
refugee migration and community
development, community-based participatory research and social movements. In her keynote, she explored
common struggles these groups face,
issues with which many in the audience were able to identify, according
to Pham and Tran.
“The most striking aspect of her
talk was the way in which she used
her refugee story as the backbone of
her keynote, where she explored the
struggles of the Vietnamese people and
the common experiences that many
refugee and immigrant families had,”
Pham and Tran said.
In addition to Dao’s talk, Tran shared
their experiences through spoken

word poetry.
“[ Tran’s work] focuses on trauma,
memory and how the historical influences the contemporary,” Pham and
Tran said.
“[ Tran’s] performance was very relevant to many Vietnamese-Americans
and the Asian American experience,”
they added.
“Their spoken word
focused on the Vietnamese-American
war and the lasting effects it had on
their life and family.”
Overall, the event was successful in commemorating Vietnamese
American experiences, according
to Pham and Tran.
“We enjoyed learning about our
people and our beautiful history,”
they said. “At this event, our experiences felt more shared and we were
able to connect our seemingly personal stories to those of a greater
experience.”

Memorial Steps a way for Tufts to honor military forces

STEPS

continued from page 1

Lattimore said. “I served the
Navy for three years, after
which I became greatly interested in them.”
Lattimore expressed contentment over the replacement of the deteriorating
steps, explaining that their
preservation is historically
important for Tufts.
“Every Veteran’s Day —
that’s when World War I ended
— on the 11th hour of the
11th day of the 11th month,
a flag passing ceremony takes
place over the Tufts Memorial
Steps,” Lattimore said.
According to Lattimore, the
annual ceremony has been
practiced since the mid-1950s.
“The flag is passed by the
ROTC cadets and the Navy midshipmen and presented to someone of immense importance at
the top of the steps,” Lattimore
said. “It is then taken to Ballou
Hall, where we hold a very patriotic speech ceremony.”

The Memorial Steps thus represent a way for Tufts to honor
and serve the military forces,
Lattimore explained.
According to Santangelo, the
new stairs will look similar to
how they currently look, with
the exception of colored trim
granite around the memorial
areas.
“The memorial information will be laser engraved
and back painted, because
the existing bronze letters are
deteriorating and causing the
adjacent materials to crack,”
he said.
Kimberly Thurler, director of public relations, commended the replacement of
the steps, saying that since
they are heavily used, all
students, faculty, staff and
visitors will benefit from the
project.
“The Memorial Steps are a
distinctive landmark at Tufts
and a focal point for that part
of our campus,” she told the
Daily in an email.

Evan Sayles / The Tufts Daily

Tufts has announced it will replace the Memorial Steps due to the damage it took over the 2014-2015 winter.
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Q+A: Stephan Pennington talks music
history, cultural appropriation
by Jake Taber

Features Executive Editor

Assistant Professor of Music Stephan
Pennington’s most recent research studies structures of cultural appropriation in the music industry. He describes
three phases of cultural appropriation,
by which the appropriated sound or
style is taken farther away from its roots
in steps. Pennington sat down with the
Daily to explain these phases, point
to past and present examples and talk
about ways in which cultural exchange
can be accomplished without appropriation or erasure.
The following is an abridged version
of the interview.
The Tufts Daily: Talk about your
research on appropriation. How is it
defined and how is it harmful?
Stephan Pennington: There are different types of appropriation that happen
in different moments … I’m not thinking
about it only as, “I as an individual do this
thing,” but, “What does it mean in a particular moment in time, in a particular
moment of that particular genre?”
So I’m thinking about appropriation
that happens at the very beginning of a
particular genre or sound, which I call
“enthusiastic appropriation,” and that’s
when someone takes somebody else’s
stuff — and will tell you that they took it
— and that they’re very excited that they
took it … it does something for them.
This is often accompanied with professed love of the people or the thing
that’s being taken … It’s about being up
front about the fact that you’re taking
these peoples’ things, and they usually say they’re doing it out of honoring them, and often, there’s something
you’re “getting” from that thing. Often
with black music it’s rebellion, or maybe
sexuality … you can’t get those things
if people don’t know that you’re taking “the thing,” if people don’t realize
that what you’re taking is Jewish music,
then Jewish music doesn’t get to do “the
work” for you.
TD: What are the next phases [of
appropriation]?
SP: There’s a second phase, which
I’m currently calling “unacknowledged
appropriation,” where you want it to
sound like the thing, but you deny it’s
the thing … so in that case you would
think about a lot of early rock, say rock
from the ’60s or ’70s, where they’re taking the sounds of Robert Johnson and
these blues artists, but they’re saying,
“This is just the music of Led Zeppelin,
this is just our thing.” But even though
they’re saying it’s their thing, everybody knows it’s this other thing and
that becomes quite important, because
they don’t want to lose the connection,
because they still need to get the “rebellion”: listening to black music makes
them rebellious, makes them hypersexual, all that stuff.
Then there’s this third phase, that’s
this phase that I really added to the discourse, which is I think [is] “obscured
appropriation.” So with obscured appropriation, it no longer sounds like the
thing anymore, and people no longer
connect it to that thing anymore.
There are [some] great examples of
this … when people do [gospel music]
runs on “American Idol” [2002-present],
no one knows where it comes from anymore, they just think it’s just generic
universal singing, and so I think there’s
this third phase where it no longer has
this connection to the roots of this place
… there’s this way in which now you can
erase where you took that thing and you
don’t even hear it anymore.
In this article that I’m going to present … I’m probably going to talk about
hip-hop as well, and the ways in which
I think a lot of the anger around Iggy
Azalea is about her being a “transition
moment,” so for the longest time people
[said], oh, hip-hop is this black thing …
She really represents in some ways that

Nicholas Pfosi / The Tufts Daily

Dr. Stephan Pennington, assistant professor of music, spoke about his work on
cultural appropriation.
second phase of appropriation, where
it still sounds black to many people but
she’ll say, “No it’s not, this is just my
thing.” And I think people are worried
that hip-hop might go the way of the
third phase. It becomes so universalized
that it can be disconnected.
[This] of course has economic implications, because if you no longer think
of it as being connected to people, then
you don’t need to hire them anymore,
they don’t need to get jobs or have their
records sold … I can see elements of [hiphop] sliding into that third phase, and
I think that’s where a lot of the anxiety
around Iggy Azalea shows up. People are
really worried about what that will mean.
TD: Are people working in the first
phase still doing something positive?
Where does cultural exchange end and
cultural appropriation begin?
SP: I would still say that people who
are [contributing to the first phase] are
still doing something negative because
there’s no exchange: If there were an
exchange there’d be some sort of equality, I’d be taking something and you’d be
taking something, we’d both be sharing
something. But that’s not what you’re
getting historically, what you’re getting
is a more dominant group with more
power and access taking something
from a less dominant group and then
making all the money off of it.
People say, “Oh, but I just like this
thing,” and you as an individual, that’s
fine, you may just like this thing as an
individual. I think it’s really important
when thinking about appropriation or
racism, sexism, to really think about it in
structural levels. Elvis loved black music
… [and] I actually think he’s a very good
performer, and one of the reasons why
he was so big was because he was really
good at what he did. There were also
black people who were really good at
what they did, and they didn’t get to be
as big as Elvis, because of many structural reasons … First off, you couldn’t
even buy black albums in many stores,
especially in the segregated South, and
so some people feel uncomfortable listening to actual black people but they
feel more comfortable listening to a
white person doing black music. So Elvis
Presley can then make huge amounts of
money, whereas Big Momma Thornton,
who sang “Hound Dog” [1952] first, made
$ 200 off of that song.
I’m not blaming Elvis as a person,
but we’re in a situation where he’s excited about these things and he’s making
money off of these things, but at the
expense structurally of people who created it … There are examples of really
wonderful exchanges where people are
sharing credit and sharing payment and
sharing access on both sides, but when
we’re looking at large scale situations
that becomes a little tricky.

Hip-hop’s actually a little different
than, say, rock ’n’ roll, because the vast
majority of successful hip-hop artists
are still black, which was not the case
with rock ’n’ roll, wherein black artists
tended not to get paid and white artists
were the dominant force. So if you’re
in that first phase of appropriation, in
hip-hop, let’s say, considering that you
don’t have the dominant power within
that particular genre, it’s not that bad,
because you’re not actually part of a
situation of disadvantaging people … if
a people that created a thing are actually
able to profit off of that thing.
TD: As equals. But when listeners
are more comfortable with white artists,
and that takes money away from black
artists, then that’s a problem.
SP: That’s what they say — the king
of rock ’n’ roll is Elvis, the king of swing
is Benny Goodman. The best person in
this field is a white person, and people
will forget or not know that rock ’n’ roll
has anything to do with black people, so
much so that when you get to the ’80s …
black people get pushed out of the rock
market completely, record companies
will not hire them, will not give them
record contracts, so this genre that was
in part invented by black people, they
don’t get to participate in.
TD: Is there anywhere further that
you see this research going, or any
other conversations you’d want to start
about this?
SP: The thing that I think a lot of
people get frustrated about … they want
it only to be about individuals. So for
example, “Well, I’m a good person, so
I can’t be doing anything bad,” or like,
“So you did something, you’re a bad
person.” And you’re like, “Well, wait a
minute, this actually might be about
[structure].”
I think there are things, as an individual, that you can do. I think that you
can name check people. You can say,
“Hey, I didn’t invent this, this comes
from this place.” You can do things to
not gain unearned credit, you can do
things to try to not obscure the roots
of this thing that you’re taking … If
you know that you’re in a system that’s
going to advantage you and disadvantage others, that doesn’t mean that you
should stop playing your music, if it’s
important to you, but it does mean that
you should think about what you’re
doing with your privilege and with your
access … The system itself is unfair,
that’s the problem, so if you are in this
system and you are working in an unfair
system, what can you do to try and not
exacerbate that unfairness?
If you come to some place, and
you stay in that place, and you’re like,
“Here’s the context, I’m going to do
it [here],” people often are not super
bothered.

Lex Erath | Sugar & Spice

Marathoning

L

ast February, I temporarily took
leave of my senses and signed up
to run a half-marathon. What’s
more, this flash of madness was
accompanied by a stroke of vindictiveness, because I somehow persuaded two
of my good friends to register to undergo
this torture alongside me. The next two
months were a blur of perpetually sore
legs, god-awful, hungover Sunday “long
runs” and a constantly buzzing group
text comprised of 10 percent motivation,
10 percent running tips and 80 percent
b*tching about our next run. But come
mid-April, all three of us finished the 13.1
miles with respectable times and unlimited bragging rights that we have run a
half marathon.
While this is definitely something I try
to work into conversation as often as possible, it’s quite narrow-minded to define
“marathon” as some long distance run.
Personally, I’ve completed “marathons”
that I’m much prouder of than some
measly 13.1-mile run. For example, last
winter break I marathoned (is that a verb?
Is now! #trendsetter) “Breaking Bad”
(2008-2013) and watched all five seasons
in under three weeks, which is both quite
impressive and extremely embarrassing.
I also regularly wait until the last minute
to begin preparing for exams, resulting
in marathon Tisch study sessions — and
when I say marathon, I mean marathon:
We’re talking 14+ straight hours of a
self-controlled computer, absolutely no
sunlight and shamelessly ordering every
meal to Tisch.
So really, marathoning is more a mindset than anything else. You can marathon
anything, really: The key is just to go to the
absolute extreme, and if anyone expresses concern about your actions, tell them
moderation is for wussies. Having a stressful week at school? Bravely attempt a sleeping marathon; with any luck, you’ll pull a
Rip Van Winkle and not wake until after
finals. Having an even more stressful week
at school? Fearlessly undertake a drinking marathon, where your goal is to avoid
sobriety for as many hours as possible. To
make things extra exciting, inform everyone of your plan and have your friends take
over/under bets on how long you hold out.
(It may also be a good idea to inform TEMS
of your plan, but definitely invite them to
get in on the gambling.)
Or, if you’re a guy/girl after my own
heart, begin a procrastination marathon,
where you put off doing anything productive for as long as possible. Extra
points if you don’t even check your email,
you rebel. On the flip side, if everything
in your life is just piling up on you (and
eloping with your Netflix password isn’t
an option), pursue a caffeine marathon,
where you accomplish absolutely everything in the world on an electric mix of
coffee, Monster and chocolate-covered
espresso beans. I can’t speak for the guys,
but from personal experience women
really can live on caffeine alone for at
least 48 hours. But maybe an eating marathon’s more your style — the key to really pulling this one off is to remember that
it’s a marathon, not a sprint. I know it’s
easy to get over-excited when you walk
into an all-you-can-eat buffet, DPH or
Dewick, but if you start off stuffing your
face, you’ll run out of steam very quickly
and only be able to finish a measly three
or four plates of food (and that’s just
embarrassing).
So, long column short, the takeaway
here is that you can jack up anything
you’re doing to a brag-worthy level as long
as you tack on the word “marathon.” It’s a
game-changer, to be sure, but be careful
not to overuse, or else you’ll just be that
kid who marathons marathons — and
that’s just weird.

Lex Erath is a junior majoring in economics and biopsychology. She can be reached
at alexandra.erath@tufts.edu.
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Weekender

Alumni Choral Weekend
brings together alums,
Tufts Chorale for
phenomenal concert

Sofie Hecht / The Tufts Daily

Jamie Kirsch, Director of Choral Activities, conducted “Requiem Mass in D minor,” which was performed for the final concert on April 12 during Tufts Alumni Choral Weekend.

by Anjali Nair

Assistant Arts Editor

On the afternoon of Sunday April 12,
Distler Auditorium overflowed with hundreds of people, all gathered to watch a
performance of Mozart’s famous “Requiem
Mass in D minor” (1791). The piece, an eightpart funeral mass that Mozart composed in
1791, and which was left unfinished upon
his death, is an incredible composition on
its own – it stands as one of the most famous
pieces of classical music in history.
Sunday’s performance of the piece, however, was special for a different reason. The
concert was the culmination of Tufts’ first
ever Alumni Choral Weekend, an effort to
bring Tufts music alumni back to campus
for a weekend of socializing and music.
During the concert, 55 returning Jumbos,
along with the current Tufts Chorale (comprised of 95 members), were joined by a
full orchestra and featured professional
vocalists, Carol Mastrodomenico, Caitlin
Felsman, Thomas Gregg and Ryne Cherry.
In keeping with the theme of including as
many Tufts-affiliated musicians as possible, three out of the four soloists are
music teachers who offer private lessons
for students at Tufts. Mastrodomenico also
currently serves as Opera Ensemble director in the Tufts Department of Music. The
result of this ambitious endeavor was a
breathtaking performance of Mozart’s final
composition, with over a hundred singers
joining their voices in song.
Director of Choral Activities Jamie
Kirsch, who conducted the choir, had been
mulling over the idea of an alumni weekend for quite some time.
“It was always something that I wanted
to do. And I knew that the department had
wanted to … for some time, never quite
able to make it materialize … I presented
the idea to the department, and it was
enthusiastically supported from the beginning,” Kirsch said.
Once he received department approval,
which included financial support from the
Granoff fund, he began to contact alumni
and handle the logistical aspects of the
show. Senior Zoey Turek and Jeff Rawitsch
(LA ’04, ’09), the manager of music events
at Granoff Music Center and a double
alumnus, were especially involved in putting the event together.
“At the start of spring semester, we really started focusing on this. The first step was
to get the information of as many alumni as
we could because we wanted to have a huge
reach,” Turek, the current president of Tufts
Chorale, explained. “We started with Facebook.
Jeff Rawitsch was really helpful … he has sung
in the choir ever since he’s been at Tufts, so he
knows … a lot of years of graduates.”
In addition to helping with alumni outreach, Rawitsch also performed his typical
duties as event manager, taking charge of
the concert’s production.
“Mostly, what I was in charge of in the
end was making sure the hall got set up
properly. We had to take out a row of seats
on the floor and put in our large platform

risers … so that we could fit everybody,”
Rawitsch said.
Thus, on the day of the concert, the
stage of Distler was filled to and beyond the
brim, with the risers extending beyond the
edge of stage. This unique structural element definitely added to the visual impact
of the performance.
The concert was only the crowning glory
to Alumni Weekend, though. Over the
course of the Friday and Saturday which
preceded the final concert, the alumni had
the opportunity to interact with current
students and rehearse for the show.
“We started with a reception in
Distler. Many of the alums … had never
seen this building before … My students were there as well, and it was
the first interactions between [them]
and these alums, which was wonderful,”
Kirsch said. “Saturday was mostly music,

“The students were so welcoming and
charming! They greeted us on Friday
night, asked about our time at Tufts and
told us about their lives here. I especially
enjoyed hearing about the future plans of
seniors…” she said. “The students who
sang next to me were helpful and strong
singers, who seemed happy to be there.”
The camaraderie that developed between
the students and alumni helped during
the concert, since there was very minimal
rehearsal time, especially for the alumni.
According to Kirsch, however, all the alumni who returned were incredibly talented
themselves.
“The alums we added to this particular
chorus were fantastic musicians. So we
really lucked out in that sense. As soon as
you put them in with my 95 students, the
level went up,” Kirsch said.
Furthermore, the choice of song also

Sofie Hecht / The Tufts Daily

Professional singers Carol Mastrodomenico, Caitlin Felsman and Thomas Gregg join the Tufts
University Chamber Singers, Concert Choir, orchestra and alumni in a performance for the
Tufts Alumni Choral Weekend.
long rehearsals … first with the singers,
then with the orchestra. Then we had a
talk about forming some kind of alumni
board so there was a better network …
and then we took the alumni for dinner
in Dewick, which they loved!”
It seemed that the alumni thoroughly
enjoyed the whole experience of Choral
Weekend, and were excited about deepening the network between them and the
current students.
After the event, John Meurling (LA ’67)
reflected on his time at Tufts fondly in an
email to the Daily.
“Music has always been a part of my life,
and I sang in the Tufts University Chorus
all four years. In fact, I met my future wife,
Susan, in the chorus. She sang alto and
I sang tenor. We have been singing ever
since,” he said.
Susan Meurling (J ’69) said that she and
her husband thoroughly enjoyed meeting
with current students and appreciated
their professionalism.

helped make rehearsals and the performance easier, since it’s such a widely
known piece amongst musicians.
“It’s kind of the perfect piece for an event
like this, one of the most well-known pieces, one of the most popular piece[s] and
a piece that alumni coming back would
know and sing,” Kirsch explained.
Many of the alumni, and even some of
the students, had experience singing the
piece in the past, making it an easy choice.
“We sang this piece in the 1990’s with
Houston Masterworks. Amazing music.
Jamie’s instructions were clear and concise,
and six hours of rehearsals seemed to be
enough, especially since the Tufts students
had been rehearsing it for a few months,”
Mrs. Meurling said.
For Rawitsch, “Requiem” has particular
sentimental value because of its reappearance throughout his time at Tufts.
“The very first piece I sang in the Tufts
choir my freshman year was the Mozart
Requiem. I had probably heard parts of it

in movies before … that was really my first
exposure to it and just something about
that piece ... is so powerful and inspiring,”
Rawitsch mused. “All the different modes
and moods in it. There’s not one movement
in the piece that anyone would say is … a
throwaway … We did it my senior [year] as
well, and that was a great concert.”
As Rawitsch says, the brilliance of
“Requiem” cannot be overlooked. Most
impressive is its dynamic and emotional
versatility. Intense and angry at its climax
and delicate in its interludes, the theatricality of “Requiem” is an immediate point
of interest, even to a listener who is not
familiar with classical music.
“The reason why it’s so universally popular … is that there’s something in the piece
that has an appeal for everyone. If you’re
completely new to music, what this piece
has is an unbelievable contrast … every
so often, you’re jolted,” Kirsch said. “The
fact that he died writing it, the fact that
there’s mystery around it … it’s a movie
plot. That all contributes to the mystique of
this piece. And the fact that it’s not finished
leaves even more intrigue.”
The theme of the piece also has a universal
reach.
“Mozart, like most of us, found it troubling to consider death, especially his own
impending mortality. Although guided
by his faith, his music demonstrates his
uncertainty of the future, changing almost
hysterically from major to minor, major
to minor before ending unresolved on an
open fifth. Brilliant,” Mr. Meurling said.
Again, these dramatics were all the more
distinct – the crescendos and lyrical darkness more emotive – because of the size of
the choir. In addition, the orchestra never
missed a note. Composed of student sections each led by a professional musician,
the orchestra was able to elevate the music
and bring out the nuances of the piece.
Even from an audience member’s perspective, it was poignant to watch Jumbos old
and new come together in a truly remarkable way. Of course, this feeling was echoed
in spades by the singers as well.
“I’ve never sung it [the piece] before,
this was my first time. And it was just …
I’m not a religious person, but that was a
religious experience,” Turek said. “Being on
stage with everyone and the orchestra, and
feeling the music just flow through you. I
haven’t really sung any other pieces where
that happens before.”
As for future plans, Turek, Kirsch,
Rawitsch and the Meurlings all seemed
to be in agreement that Alumni Weekend
would be a little much to conduct annually. However, since the music alumni
network is stronger now, they definitely
hope to organize similar events in the
years to come.
“The alums are very excited already
about coming up with ideas, and about the
next event, and when that will happen,”
Kirsch said. “If every other year, the alums
and my singers came together, given the
positive feedback we got this time, I can’t
wait to do another one.”
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Theater Review

Richard III: new man, new play
by Josh Podolsky
Assistant Arts Editor

Few playwrights have had their
works adapted so extremely, variously
and frequently as William Shakespeare
has. It is far less common, however, for
the interpretation of one of his characters to deviate from the norm. Yet,
with the discovery, exhumation and
reinterment of the titular character of
“Richard III” (first performed 1633) in
September of 2012, a shift occurred.
Faced with irrefutable physical evidence that Shakespeare’s monster was
not, in fact, a hunchbacked ogre, but
rather the victim of a mild case of
scoliosis and the Tudor propaganda
machine, theater practitioners began
to reexamine their interpretations of
Shakespeare’s ultimate villain.
Gibson Cima, a visiting lecturer in
the Department of Drama and Dance,
not only directed this production, but
also adapted it. The Richard of this
Tufts production rules over a hole in
the ground; more specifically, a hole in
the ground in the middle of a parking
lot in Leicester, England — his final
resting place. The play opens with
archaeologists digging up the remains
of the last Plantagenet king. In a way,
they are digging up the past. Upon
exposing Richard’s twisted bones, each
archaeologist inhabits a character
from Shakespeare’s play. The transition
is a bit muddled, but if one reads this
review or the program before seeing
the play, it will certainly make more
sense than if otherwise.
No two productions of a Shakespeare
play are exactly the same — if not
for the liberty taken in their settings,
then for what is kept and redacted
of the original text. “Richard III” is a
long play, but this production runs just
over an hour and a half. It hits all the
major plot points, yet at times it seems
to jump and rely on an audience’s
prior knowledge of the play. Granted,
this is “Richard III,” and many people
will know what they are seeing, but it

Courtesy Ted Simpson

While certain scenes in the show excelled, others felt lacking despite a strong combination of choreography and creative lighting.
would not hurt audience members to
refresh their memories beforehand.
Cima’s worksite set is meant to evoke
a “poor theater” ethos, according to
the director himself. Yet the detail and
finesse of the production are counter
to this intent. The set is rugged, but it is
not rough. The light design is outstanding and decadent; much of the show’s

Courtesy Ted Simpson

The Tufts Department of Drama and Dance’s production of “Richard III” makes use of innovative lighting and setting to tell a uniquely adapted version of the story.

spooky, memory-like quality is owed to
the lighting. The use of shadow and cool
color are reminiscent of the palettes
used by shows such as “House of Cards”
(2013-present) and “Game of Thrones”
(2011-present). If there was any doubt
that this was intentionally done, look
no further than the show’s promotional
material: a skeleton, a sword and a
throne. Regardless, this is probably the
best use of Balch’s apparently generous
lighting apparatus in a long time.
Despite its relative brevity, this production packs a notable amount of
violence. Many deaths that take place
off stage in other productions are performed with ceremonial cruelty right
before the audience. One of the best
illusions created and used throughout
the production is the use of the hole in
the middle of the stage as a vacuum for
human lives. One death, as the result
of particularly well-done choreography
and illusory lighting, was especially
frightening and inspired genuine fear
for the sake of actor Yuval Ben-Hayun’s
life. Ben-Hayun, a sophomore, played
Clarence, Tyrell, Rivers and Ratcliff in
the production.
Senior Marcus Hunter and junior
Imogen Browder delivered performances of note, playing Gloucester and King
Richard III as well as Queen Elizabeth
and Richard of York, respectively.
Hunter is hardly ever absent from the
audience’s eye, yet he faithfully portrays
his disfigured character throughout,
and Browder delivers perhaps the best
performance of the production. This

new adaptation of “Richard III” incorporates an original score, performed
beautifully by senior Drew Page (who
played Richmond, first murderer and
musician), senior Adele McAllister (who
played Elizabeth of York, second murderer and musician) and junior Tyler
Beardsley (who played King Edward IV
and Catesby). The music nuances the
atmosphere and enhances the undertones of the play.
The single best moment of the production is the scene prior to the Battle
of Bosworth Field in which Richard’s
victims come back to haunt him. The
scene requires almost, if not every actor
to be onstage at once. The illusion they
create together is haunting, and the
scene is executed perfectly. This scene
alone is worth the price of admission.
The subsequent battle scene, which
employs a similar tactic, however, is
extremely disappointing. The former scene is excellent, but it feels like
there is missed potential in the latter
despite the excellent choreography and
technical prowess on display.
The production began performances
on April 14 and will bow for the last time
on April 18. All performances begin
at 8 p.m. and are in Tufts University
Balch Arena Theater, Aidekman Arts
Building, 40 Talbot Ave, Medford.
Tickets are $10 with a Tufts student ID
(except for April 16, when they will be
$1) and are available at the box office
in Aidekman. Students can call the box
office at (617) 627-3493 or purchase
tickets online.

What's up this weekend
Looking to make your weekend artsy?
Check out these events!

Auditorium. Admission is free. No tickets
required.)

Major: Undecided’s 10th Anniversary
Spectacular!: Major: Undecided is celebrating their 10th anniversary with a
spectacular, alumni-filled extravaganza of
comedy. The event calls viewers to “Help
us celebrate 10 years of comedy as you
enjoy our very own alumni groups King
Quail and Men of the Sea, us, and Zach
Sherwin of Epic Rap Battles of History!”
Majors will be accepting donations to
benefit American Foundation for Suicide
Prevention. Donations can be made at
the door and there will be a raffle at the
show. Donations can also be made online
at http://www.gofundme.com/majorundecided. (Saturday at 9 p.m. in Cabot ASEAN

The Invitational: “The Invitational,” is a
pop-up art show at Northeastern University,
featuring work from the Northeastern/
SMFA BFA in Studio Art. (Opening reception is Friday from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. at The
Tunnels under Ell Hall at Northeastern, near
the Book Return Office. The exhibition runs
through Saturday, April 18. Admission is
free. No tickets required.)
B.E.A.T.s presents: 420 The First Time:
Come to B.E.A.T.s’ 13th annual 420 SHØ in
Dewick. According to the event Facebook
page, the event will be “Feat. hot jamz,
unidentified fluids, Biskit, Sig Ep, geriatric
matrimony, fish spawning upstream, ‘all

your faves’, ‘things you’re totally unfamiliar
with’, word search.” It’s sure to be a time.
(Monday at 10:00 p.m. in Dewick-MacPhie
Dining Center. Admission is free. No tickets
required.)

for beautiful a cappella renditions of hit
songs, sung by the lovely Jackson Jills.
(Friday at 8 p.m. in Goddard Chapel.
Tickets are $5 in advance, at the info booth
and online. Tickets are $6 at the door.)

James Franco’s Birthday Party: Come
join WMFO in celebrating the birthday
of James Franco — the star such films as
“Pineapple Express”(2008) and “Spring
Breakers” (2013). There will be pizza and
bouncy castles to enjoy. (Sunday at 1 p.m.
on the Academic Quad. Admission is free.
No tickets required.)

Spring Festival of the Arts at Tufts:
Come see the interdisciplinary art work
of talented Tufts students Saturday and
Sunday in Jackson Gym. Artists include:
Molly McLaughlin & Remy Schmidt, Natalie
Mark, Ilana Hamer, Grace Oberhofer,
Annahstasia Ifeoma, Hannah Deegan, Izel
Maras & Esra Sefik, Emma Turner, Kelly
Woodruff and Allison Benko. (Saturday at 1
p.m. in the Jackson Gym. Admission is free.
No tickets required.)

The Jackson Jills Present: ORIGIN: On
the same night that their album, Origin,
drops, the Jackson Jills will be performing
their spring concert. Come one, come all

—by Nika Korchok
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Top 10 ways to celebrate the passing of the Winter of Despair
In today’s Top 10, you lucky readers get
a double whammy. Not only do you get
to find out the best thing to do when the
warm weather starts back up, you also
get a glimpse into the mind of a delirious
writer. At 3:30 a.m. on Tuesday, I decided
to jot down the things I felt were the
most important to do in the next few
days. Though they might not be the same
things I’d say now in full consciousness, I
decided to keep them all. Some are serious and some are not (I’ll let you decide
which are which), but all are entertaining
ways to celebrate the recent 20-degree
increase in temperature. You only get this
weather for so long, so ENJOY IT. Here
are the top 10 things to do now that the
weather is warm:
10. Picnic on the prez lawn
A lovely, wholesome activity for you and
your friends! Instead of going to Dewick
for a boring meal, grab a sandwich or
burrito from Hodgdon and take it over to
a grassy patch for a fun outdoor meal.
9. Go for a bike ride or a run outside
More wholesome fun for the family!
Instead of going to the gym and staring
dismally out the window while on the
treadmill, go outside and take in the
scenery. Wave and smile to the birds
singing in the trees and the angry Boston
drivers that are perpetually in a hurry
and can’t even appreciate your love for

nature when you accidentally run out in
front of their car.
8. Check out the Fells
The Fells is a cool park that’s kind of
nearby. Though difficult to walk to, it’s
worth a bike ride or Uber over to enjoy a
smaller version of a nature hike.
7. Explore someplace new
Go to, as my delirious self wrote, “a
small square in Medford or whatever.”
There are some cool areas nearby that
aren’t Davis, and fun activities that you
forgot existed while you were at college
(e.g. pottery painting, talks by authors at
bookstores, etc.).
6. Water the flowers with your tears
of happiness
Apparently you are so happy that you’re
crying, and your tears can help the flowers grow.
5. Take a blowtorch to any remaining
piles of snow
If you’re feeling particularly angsty and
cannot be bothered to wait another week
for everything to melt, you can take matters into your own hands and get rid of
the gross cold stuff yourself.
4. Make mud angels when it rains
because you forgot how to live in
not winter

Put on an outfit that you don’t particularly care for and go roll in the mud for
a while. Mudsliding is actually rather
fun. 4/10 would not really recommend
but YOLO.
3. DON’T underdress, because then
you will be cold again and still sad
and disappointed
I know you’re just DYING to wear your
favorite shorts/tank outfit around campus, but if it’s a high of 60 degrees make
sure you really think about that first.
Remember, the point of warm weather
is to be WARM. If you’re shivering this
week, you’re doing it wrong.
2. Do homework outside (but then
accidentally fall asleep and miss your
3:00 p.m. class)
Homework is infinitely more difficult to
do outside where everyone else is relaxing, but it is also infinitely more enjoyable. Therefore, the two balance out and
make it worth the attempt, right? Even
if you end up napping, you’ve accomplished the goal of being less tired.
1. Drink iced beverages
Interpret that as you will, though I feel
obligated now to promote the smoothies
that they sell at Hotung.
—by Jessica Mow

Spotlight

Lara LoBrutto fine tunes her singing,
writing with her own vernacular
by Josh Podolsky
Assistant Arts Editor

“Perhaps, we’ll see,” said Lara LoBrutto
in an interview with the Daily when
asked if she planned on publishing any
of her writing in the near future. The
sophomore international relations major
and Chinese minor is a prodigious writer.
In high school, LoBrutto kept up a film
review blog and, over the summer, wrote
for Atwood Magazine, a digital arts magazine based in New York City. “I haven’t
really published anything lately,” she
noted of her writing. “It’s more of a personal thing.”
Now, in her second year at Tufts,
LoBrutto is a writing fellow, advising
fellow Jumbos on their papers. The job
entails critiquing not only students’
writing, but also their argumentation
and ideation. “I decided to be a writing
fellow because I’ve always loved to write,
and I also really like to work with other
students. I wanted to find a way to integrate those two things,” said LoBrutto.

“It was an interesting process of learning
how to fellow.”
LoBrutto is more than a writer, however; she can sing as well. The songstress takes voice lessons at Tufts, where
she has honed her process with the help
of her teacher, Carol Mastrodomenico.
Each song is a new story which, when
first approaching it, LoBrutto rewrites
in her own words. First LoBrutto translates the song into her own vernacular,
which is especially helpful with songs
in languages other than her native
English. With the story now in her own
terms, she assigns emotions to each
part of the song.
“This is how I find creativity and selfexpression in singing,” LoBrutto said
over electronic message. “My songs
always evolve over time. Sometimes I’ll
be walking around campus and discover
a thought that applies to one of my
pieces or a person that I would want to
sing to. I like the fact that the process is
never complete, and I can always sing
the same song with a new intention.”

Deanna Grayson Courtesy Lara LoBrutto

After writing for Atwood magazine this
summer, Lara LoBrutto looks ahead to her
career with writing, dance and singing.

Artsy Nugget

Game of Thrones leak puts fans in
awkward position
by Jennifer Straitz
Assistant Arts Editor

This past weekend, “Game of Thrones”
(2011 – present) enthusiasts were thrown
a curveball: The first four episodes of
the fifth season of the wildly popular
HBO show were leaked online. Fans were
subsequently forced to answer the question — to watch or not to watch the
leaked episodes? The moral answer is
clear: The leak was illegal, and consuming the leaked material is undeniably
illegal as well. Lawfulness aside, as Paul
Tassi for Forbes.com argues, “As one of
the last true ‘event’ shows on TV, the best
way to consume ‘Game of Thrones’ is to
watch weekly and discuss each episode
as it happens.”
HBO has not fully revealed the source
of the leak; all indications, however, point
to the fact that the episodes were leaked
from press copies distributed to reviewers
prior to the season’s television premiere.
Christopher Hooton for The Independent
notes that “season previews tend to consist of the first four episodes, so [viewers
should not] expect episodes 5 through 10

to pop-up anytime soon.” Keeping this
in mind adds even more reason for fans
to wait for each weekly release. Besides
the fact that friendships may be lost by
inadvertently spoiling the secrets of the
leaked episodes, Tassi adds, “If fans bingewatched the first four episodes now, they

would have to wait a full month before
any more were released.” Despite the
temptation, it seems clear that the moral
answer remains the right choice for fans.
So sit back, relax and enjoy each episode
as it airs at its rightful time on HBO on
Sundays at 9 p.m.

SWUGgertime
sadness

D

ear SWUG,
How does a SWUG celebrate
spring? I just feel so conflicted.
It’s all over so soon, but it’s so
nice and happy outside my window!
From, Sprung for Spring
Dear Sprung for Spring,
Yes, unfortunately, we are approaching the countdown that makes this lovely
springtime weather a little more bitter
than it is sweet. While I’m looking forward
to Lana’s next big hit, ‘Springtime Sadness,’
I’m trying to keep a positive attitude and
always look on the bright side of life. For
instance, when else in my life will a paper
publish all of my SWUGgy thoughts? @
NYTimes, did my column pitch get lost in
the mail?
Anywhooo, I recently picked up “The
Canterbury Tales” (1475) for some light
(required) reading, and I realized my
main man Chaucer was on to something
with his springtime allegories (P.S. do
you give extra credit, Professor Fyler?)
Us college students can most definitely
relate to Chaucer’s descriptions of spring.
For instance, if you’ve ever been through
a winter dry spell, you know what Mr.
Chaucer was talking about when he
said, “The droghte of March hath perced
to the roote.” Any horny college student
in New England can tell you that the
winter dry spell most definitely “perced
to the roote.”
We’ve been cooped up all winter long
(hehe, did I make you start to hum a
Rascal Flatts song?) We’ve been staying
in and catching up on Netflix instead
of going out, bundling up until we look
like marshmallows waddling around
campus and ordering in food instead of
walking to Dewick or cooking (adding to
the marshmallow-like appearance). But
now that “Aprill with his shoures soote”
is finally here, it’s time to bathe “every
veyne in swich licour,” and get our darty
on. Chaucer’s orders! Bathe our veins in
liquor!
The sun is out!
The sky is blue!
It’s over 50!
Shorts will do!
(From the lesser known, SWUGerbury
Tales.)
It only took beloved Beantown an extra
few weeks to get here, but now that April
is here, we’re in for a whole new ballgame.
Literally. Because ’tis the season to root
root root for the home team (go Yanks!),
and ruit ruit ruit to the final four.
There’s so much to do now that it’s nice
out, and so little time until that thesis is
due. We need to make the most out of
the quality weather before our time here
is up. That means going to the marathon
even though you can’t afford to lose a full
day of working. It means walking to JP
Licks instead of walking to your fridge six
times before realizing you don’t have anything you want to eat. It means dragging
yourself to a darty on the beach instead
of wasting your Saturday in Tisch. Or it
means turning your porch into a party
spot, and letting the people come to you!
So ladies — shave those legs, and
men — shave those beards. It’s time to
come out of hibernation and join the
party nation. The last few weeks of spring
semester make it seem like Tufts is actually a party school … until we all realize
that we are too Type A to party our spring
away and we need to go to Tisch for the
rest of the year.
Best of luck dealing with the extreme
sadness of graduating in this confusingly
joyous weather. (I’ll be the chick sobbing
on the Prez Lawn.)
XOXO,
SWUG
P.S. I am very sorry for this scattered
article. I suffered a concussion last week,
slamming my head on a freezer door handle (probs searching for pizza bagels).
P.P.S. Professor Fyler, seriously though,
extra credit?

HBO via MCT Direct

Mance Rayder (Ciaran Hinds) and Jon Snow (Kit Harington) both starred in the premiere
for season five of “Game of Thrones.” With the first four episodes leaked, fans are both
eager and apprehensive to binge watch.

Nikki Blank is a senior majoring in English.
She can be reached at nicole.blank@tufts.edu
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Orientation 2015
Support Staff Positions Available
Help support Orientation 2015. Assist Coordinators with all
logistics during Orientation week for the Class of 2019.
*Must be available to move back to campus as of Monday August 31, 2015 and
work through Monday September 7, 2015.
* Cannot hold any other early arrival required leadership position or other
employment during Orientation week.
*Must be full-time undergraduate student for the 2015-2016 Academic Year.
*Must be a student in good standing relating to academics and student behavior.
*Paid position, $10.00 per hour.

TUFTS SUMMER SESSION 2015
prepare. eXpanD. Develop.

For more information and application go to
www.ase.tufts.edu/orientation or stop by the
Office for Campus Life to pick up an application.
Applications due Monday April 27, 2015.
For further information please email
orientation@ase.tufts.edu with questions.

school of arts and sciences | school of engineering

Three sessions:
May 20–June 26 | June 30–augusT 7 | May 20–augusT 7

go.tufts.edu/summer

Follow us:

Convenient, Affordable, Flexible

 
 

Day & Evening Courses
ON-CAmpus & ONliNE

c e l e b r a t i n g

The New

jumbo
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Pleas

Friday, April 17, 2015
4:00 p.m. Dedication
Academic Quadrangle
Reception to follow
The statue of Jumbo was made possible by the generosity of Richard W. Reynolds, A67. Jumbo’s Garden was made possible
through the generosity of Martin Richard (Dick) Asher, A53 and Sheila S. Asher.
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Do you live off campus?
Planning a Party for Spring Fling?
And…do you love tacos?
If you said YES! Consider being a key player in the launch of our Off-Campus Party
Registration Program. In keeping with the spirit of fun on Spring Fling, we also want
to ensure your safety and good decision making during your event.

To register:
Visit the Office of Health Promotion and Prevention
(located in the basement of Health Services)
Tuesday, April 21, 2015 between 9am and 5pm
(Quantities are limited)
Registered parties will receive a FREE Safe Party Pack with snacks and essential
party supplies and be entered into a raffle to win a Taco Party for you and 15 of your
friends from Anna’s Taqueria of Davis Square. Three winners will be selected
on the Monday after Spring Fling.
Apartments with any incidents on Saturday, April 25th will not be eligible to win the raffle.

Questions? Please contact Beth Farrow at beth.farrow@tufts.edu.
Good luck and happy party planning!
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Editorial

Tufts Attitudes About Sexual Conduct Survey
small step forward

Recently, the study body received an
email from President Monaco’s office
preparing us for a second email containing a survey regarding sexual misconduct. The survey, developed by the
Tufts Task Force on Sexual Misconduct
Prevention, began with the usual questions collecting demographic data like
the respondees’ race, gender and sex,
and then went on to ask things like “Do
you feel safe at Tufts?” and “Do you feel
the administration treats you fairly?”
and then asked students whether or
not they were familiar with the university’s policies on the issue and available resources. The next section asked
questions about any types of sexual
misconduct the responder might have
experienced; the survey specifically
inquired about the details of these
incidents — characteristics such as
timing, location, whether or not it was
reported and why it was or wasn’t. The
survey ended by requesting suggestions for improvements the university
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could make in educating about and
preventing sexual misconduct.
Interestingly, this more empirical,
data-orientated method of gaining
awareness presents a compliment to
some of the more arts-based work
students have been doing to encourage the Tufts community to take
action on this issue. Events like It
Happens Here and Not Your Mother’s
Monologues that took place this
spring drew large crowds, building
awareness of the realities of sexual
misconduct and inequality. It seems
as though a more open and honest
conversation about sexual misconduct may be brewing on campus.
In light of this conversation, is the
recent survey an acceptable response
by the university? It depends on what
they do with the information they
receive. First of all, surveys aren’t
entirely reliable, and many people will
likely not respond, but the responses
will give the administration a general

idea of what it should be focusing on.
We also urge students to take this seriously and to ask their friends to fill
out the survey as well, so as to provide
Tufts with accurate data.
Once the data is collected and
analyzed, it is only right that, no
matter what the results hold, it be
made public for any student, professor or prospective student to see.
Obviously, any personal information,
or even personal stories that students
choose to include should be private,
but the general numbers and percentages generated by the survey are
certainly tools that can help students
understand the current climate of the
university.
Currently, according to Tufts’ Office
of Equal Opportunity, results in aggregate are to be made public in Fall 2015.
When released, these results will spark
an important conversation for the
Tufts community, a call for self-evaluation and action.

OFF THE HILL | University of PittsburgH

The importance of the GOP: It's for
young people, too
by Marlo Safi

Assistant Sports Editors
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The Pitt News

“Dad, I’m a Republican.”
I could imagine what was racing through
my liberal father’s mind — that his 18-yearold, first-generation, Syrian-American
daughter was identifying with a party associated with old, rich and white bigots. It’s
not just my father who holds this common,
misconstrued perception of the GOP.
I identify as one of the comparatively few
Republicans on Pitt’s campus, and, from my
experience, students often misinterpret the
Republican Party and what it champions. I
was raised by Syrian immigrants who came
to America in their 20s. They identify with
the opposing party, but I forged my own
beliefs and views and found a party that
matched my ideals, which include protecting civil liberties, limited government and
real social equality.
I now identify as a Republican.
While college students commonly trumpet liberal ideologies, most misconceive
aspects of the Republican Party that, if properly identified, would be attractive to them.
To start, the Republican Party is closely
aligned with this country’s founding principles. Its patriotic resonance is no coincidence — with pride, we adhere to the
values and ideals instituted by our country’s
Founding Fathers.
“I think that it’s important not to forget
what the Founding Fathers had envisioned
for this country,” Cameron Linton, president
of Pitt College Republicans, said. “Society
changes, but the principles this country was
built upon should not.”
As a member of Pitt College Republicans,
I know that many contemporary Republican
politicians stress abiding by the Constitution.
“My touchstone for every question is the
Constitution,” Ted Cruz, Texas senator and
2016 GOP presidential candidate, said.
The mainstream media often mocks
Republicans for their over-zealous patriotism. But, having experienced the more
oppressive Middle East, I appreciate this
aspect of the GOP platform. I take pride in
the degree to which they advocate for being
proud of American values, such as our freedoms ensured in the Bill of Rights.

Critics often accuse Republicans of hating
the poor, opposing welfare and being greedy
capitalists blessed with privilege and lacking
regard for the less fortunate. People accuse
big businesses of being too money-hungry to
raise the minimum wage, for example.
These accusations against Republicans
and their free-market principles are simply not true. We believe in equality that
stems from opportunity, not condition.
Government cannot be the only method
by which we achieve equality. Government
should try to create equal opportunity, but
it does not need to guarantee equal results.
That is up to the individual.
Governmental efforts to redistribute
wealth have not made the poor significantly richer. A 113th Congress House Budget
Committee report shows a 15 percent poverty rate in 2012 versus a 17.3 percent poverty
rate at the onset of President Johnson’s “War
on Poverty,” a decline far too slim and reliant
on natural economic cycles to be considered
a triumph for big government.
The Republican Party seeks to counter
the poverty rate by promoting strong families, education and work. Reverend Robert
Sirico, author of “Defending the Free
Market,” writes that jobs are the best antipoverty program. A House Budget report
called “The War on Poverty: 50 Years
Later” also suggests the breakdown of
the family as one of the main causes of
poverty. Although more men and women
are seeking high-powered careers that can
sometimes get in the way of stable family relationships, there is no reason that
career ambition and a successful family
life, if one wishes for that, must be mutually exclusive.
According to the New York Times, 38
percent of public school students were
eligible for free or reduced lunches in 2013,
and this rate is rising. Our government
must reform our social programs to elevate
individuals from such indigent conditions.
But Republicans understand that the government taking from the rich to give to the
poor exacerbates the already worsening
problem by creating “class warfare.”
The GOP encourages a system in which
everyone works hard for prosperity. One’s
background certainly influences certain

available opportunities, but with the help
of charity, scholarships and hard work,
every American has the opportunity to
gain success. For some more than others, such success is often difficult, but if
individuals can achieve success anywhere,
America allows them perhaps their greatest chance. No system is perfect, but ours
is a system that most of the world’s population only dreams of having.
Moreover, for our country to achieve economic growth, we must limit the size of government. Specifically, the federal government
should stay out of social matters whenever
possible, and reserve governance and public
policy for the state and local levels. More
than 42 million Americans are now on food
stamps, according to the Wall Street Journal.
These people are destitute and totally dependent on the government. The large number
of citizens on social welfare is one example
of big government creating a dependence
that citizens could possibly exploit, and this
is unfair to the impoverished.
Large federal government intervention
in society affects more than just our country’s indigent population. Substantial federal government regulations can cause the
destruction of small businesses. According
to Forbes, at the end of 2012, the number of federal regulations affecting small
companies was 13 percent higher than in
2008 — an alarming increase. The Federal
Register, the official government journal of
federal regulations, totals more than 80,000
pages. Imagine having to comply with an
80,000-page rulebook — that’s the struggle
of American business-owners. Their struggle is an ugly reality of big government.
Republicans favor a freer, capitalist-oriented economic system in which individuals and businesses are less burdened by
an over-reaching government. Taxes are a
central part of this goal.
“I think that I’m a Republican because
when I got my first paycheck in my first year
of high school, the government took 20 percent of it,” Linton said.
True equality, small government, low taxes
— these are the principles that create a fair,
peaceful and prosperous society, and thankfully, these principles remain the foundation
of today’s Republican Party.

Correction
In a Q+A with Sherman Teichman published last week, the Daily incorrectly quoted Teichman describing the SURGE program as
“expensive”; in fact, Teichman described the program as “extensive.” The Daily also incorrectly named a university with which
the Institute for Global Leadership had a program with as Zheda, instead of using its correct name, Beida. The Daily apologizes
for these errors.
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Why the Democratic Party needs a Rand Paul
by Jamie Neikrie
Op-Ed Contributor

On Sunday, Hillary Clinton ended the
suspense and declared that she will seek
the Democratic nomination for president. The former Secretary of State’s
announcement came just five days after
Kentucky senator Rand Paul announced
his candidacy for the Republican nomination. Paul is seen as a long shot for his
party’s nomination. Paul is in line with
the GOP in calling for a smaller, less
empowered federal government, restrictions on abortion and support for gun
rights. However, on foreign policy, Paul
calls for more cautious use of military
force, and in the U.S. prison system,
he supports a reduction in mass incarceration and a reduction in the war
on drugs. Paul has placed himself in
no-man’s land, too liberal for the Tea
Party but too conservative for establishment Republicans, Independents and
Democrats.
And yet, Paul will be a vital player in the
theater of the 2016 presidential election.
His very entry into the race will bring
criminal justice reform into the political
conversation. On other issues, including
military intervention in Syria and Iran,
shrinking the federal government and
education reform, Paul will force other
GOP candidates to publicize, clarify and
even moderate their positions.
This phenomenon has been seen
before. In the summer of 2007, as rivals
for the Democratic nomination, Hillary
Clinton and then-Senator Barack Obama
clashed over how they would conduct
negotiations with Iran, a debate that
proved to be prescient. Obama’s initial
policy was to meet with Iran’s then-president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad without
pre-conditions during the first year of his
presidency.
Hillary Clinton slammed Obama, arguing that she would not make the prize of
meeting with a U.S. president so immediately available to such countries.
“I don’t want to be used for propaganda purposes,” she said. In the aftermath
of the debate, the consensus was that
Obama had exposed his inexperience
and failed to comprehend the nuance of
the diplomatic scenario. Clinton stoked
the fire, adding, “I thought he was irresponsible and, frankly, naive.”
Obama held his ground and, in doing
so, created what would become his

official policy on an issue that has now
taken center stage. With a potential
deal in place that would lift sanctions
on Iran in exchange for de-escalation
and oversight of Iran’s nuclear program,
Obama is once again being naive and
myopic. But Obama has continued to
place his faith in a policy of pressure
and engagement, looking for a diplomatic solution to the issue of Iran’s
pursuit of nuclear weapons rather than
a militaristic or intimidating solution.
It is possible that, on stage in South
Carolina, Obama had already crafted

Gage Skidmore via Flickr Creative Commons

his position on relations with Iran, even
though it was not seen as a pressing
issue at the time. But even if this is
true, Clinton’s position forced Obama
to express, elucidate and defend the
opinions that would soon become a
centerpiece of his presidency.
While Rand Paul likely will not challenge his Republican opponents as
strongly as Clinton did Obama, there is
precedent for a fringe candidate having an outsize influence. In 2008, John
Edwards placed a distant third to Obama
and Clinton. However, his campaign,
which centered on a sprawling plan to
eradicate poverty altogether by 2036,
forced economics, inequality and welfare
programs to the front to the campaign.
Hillary Clinton needs a Rand Paul.
It seems that, since her defeat in 2008,
Clinton has been the presumed nominee
for the post-Obama Democratic Party,

and it hasn’t been close. Clinton is not
running unopposed. Martin O’Malley,
who served two terms as governor of
Maryland from 2006 to 2015, has made
clear that he will oppose Clinton in
the primary. “Let’s be honest here,”
O’Malley said on ABC’s “This Week”
(1981 – present), “The presidency of the
United States is not some crown to be
passed between two families.” Clinton
is often perceived as out-of-touch and
bureaucratic, while O’Malley’s service
as mayor of Baltimore and member of
the Baltimore City Council give him an
opportunity to present himself as the
more locally based, personal candidate.
But many question whether O’Malley
can be the foil that Clinton needs. A
Google search of Martin O’Malley for
president returns almost exclusively
articles on Clinton’s campaign. O’Malley
doesn’t boast name recognition, inspiring ideas or great skills as an orator. In the
same interview (it’s hard to find any other
sources), O’Malley said, “History is full of
times when the inevitable frontrunner is
inevitable right up until he or she is no
longer inevitable.”
The Democratic Party needs someone who will challenge Hillary Clinton.
As a candidate, she is far from perfect.
Clinton’s use of a private email account
for State Department work has become
a full-blown scandal. Her comment that
she and her husband were “dead broke”
when Bill left the presidency has only
bolstered her image as a candidate who
isn’t attuned to the lives of average
Americans. Most concerning for liberals, Clinton’s record as Secretary of
State demonstrated that she’s considerably more right-wing than President
Obama on everything from Iran, to
Syria to Israel.
The American system of government
benefits from strong primary battles. The
more candidates clash, the more they
are drawn out of vague rhetorical arguments and into the realm of policy discussions that provide real insight into
their positions. Make no mistake: Hillary
Clinton will be the Democratic nominee
for the 2016 presidential election. But
Clinton must be tested and challenged
before the general election for her sake
as a candidate and for our sake as a
country. She needs her own Rand Paul.
So if not O’Malley, who can offer the foil
to Clinton’s campaign? Where is Elizabeth
Warren when you need her?

OFF THE HILL | syracuse university

Success seems likely for live-streaming app Periscope
by Aarick Knighton
The Daily Orange

In 2015 technology finally allows
people to be in two places at once,
through Twitter’s new live-streaming
app, Periscope.
The newest innovation in social media
was acquired for approximately $100 million back in January and was in beta
testing up until its launch in March 26,
according to a March 13 TechCrunch article. Periscope allows users to broadcast
events or simply give the world a firstperson look at what’s going on with the
help of an iPhone camera — an Android
app is currently in the works. The links
to broadcasts can be publicly posted on
Twitter, which is a huge step for the evolution of social networking. But at the
same time it opens the door to potential
piracy, privacy and legal concerns.
Live-streaming services aren’t new, but
Periscope’s integration with such a large
public platform like Twitter raises the
question of exactly how this content will
be policed. As we move toward more
personal online interactions and blur the
lines between social media and our real
lives, it will be difficult to monitor the
behavior of all the users.
Twitter has not clearly stated its policies on broadcasting, and while users

can assume certain events are off-limits,
that hasn’t stopped people from testing
the legal boundaries. There have already
been many cases of piracy and inappropriate behavior in just the few weeks
since its launch.
According to an April 1 Business Insider
article, Periscope’s female users have
been subject to sexual harassment and
unwanted comments during their broadcasts. In response, Periscope rolled out
an update that gives users the option of
only letting their followers view a broadcast, as well as a feature to block certain
viewers without stopping the stream.
Recently, many Periscope users have
been live recording music concerts and
allowing people to enjoy the show free of
charge from the comfort of their homes.
There have also been broadcasts with
cameras pointed at televisions, letting
viewers watch full TV programs that they
may not have access to otherwise. As
such, artists and television companies
who profit off the exclusivity of their content should work with Twitter on ways to
better control this kind of pirating.
It wouldn’t be a surprise if video
content recorded on Periscope finds
itself in a courtroom in the future.
With the recent string of inappropriate police behavior being caught on
camera, someone could easily witness
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a criminal act and choose to share it
in real-time rather than uploading it
later. Periscope videos may also be the
subject of lawsuits from upset celebrities who may be unaware that they are
being recorded. Live-streaming has its
benefits, but there is a very thin line
when it comes to its legality that users
must be aware of.
Despite these legal concerns, Periscope
should have no problem attracting users.
The app has the same appeal that has
helped Snapchat become so successful
— it’s authentic. Live-streaming takes
away the ability to crop out your flaws or
shape your online persona before making
it public. With Periscope, what you see is
what you get. But this authenticity has
the possibility to lead to trouble, especially when dealing with the unknowns of
the internet.
We’ve reached a new level of intimacy
when it comes to social media. It is the
responsibility of both app developers
and content creators to figure out a piracy monitoring method while still allowing users to live vicariously through others’ videos.
Periscope is both a personal and public
platform that is different than anything
we’ve seen thus far. Only time will tell, but
barring any big legal issues, Periscope has
the potential to be a big success.

Rebecca solomon and pooja sivaraman |
New York Style Delhi

Pine and
cycles

P

ine. That is the scent that has been
dominating my life recently. I never
actually knew it was pine until
Rebecca pointed it out. I always
assumed it was grass, or just the smell of
sun. I have a complicated relationship with
pine. Maybe it has something to do with
allergies, or maybe it has something to do
with its bittersweet implications. Pine is
the end of the semester, it is Spring Fling,
it is goodbyes, it is warmth, it is exams and
it is the mark of passing. It is a smell that I
associate with leaving the Campus Center,
walking on the Prez lawn and seeing actual
people on campus. Pine. It makes me realize that another cycle has passed, that I only
have one more left, that for some it is their
last, while for others their first. For Rebecca
and me at NYSD, it has been almost one full
cycle of answering questions, useless banter
about one another and attempted puns. To
everyone that we know who has been reading — thank you! It’s been a pine time.
Dear NYSD, what are your thoughts on
people who have sex in the Tisch stacks?
Pooja: In the recent Not Your Mother’s
Monologues production, there was a game
of “Never have I ever” played with the audience. One person said they had never had
sex in the stacks, and in an audience of
over 100 people, only one person clapped.
So, my thoughts on people having sex in
the stacks is that apparently not many are
doing it, or that not that many people are
owning up to it. Ask this question again
post-Spring Fling and we’ll see.
Dear NYSD, how do I find a man at the gym?
Pooja: Well firstly, you have to go to the
gym — which is probably the biggest challenge (at least for me). Second, wear nonTufts apparel. Perhaps a Harvard sweatshirt — it will catch people’s attention (even
negative attention is still attention). Get a
conversation started and then fall in love.
Dear NYSD, what do I do if I have no summer plans?
Rebecca: It can be stressful if everyone around you is finding internships
or research positions, but do not worry!
You have options. Pooja and I have spent
our summers doing very “off-the-beatenpath” activities … Pooja wrote horoscopes
for a magazine and had loads of fun,
while I worked in a lab, which concentrated on raising tilapia, and took classes.
While many people might find weighing
fish tedious, I found it to be an amazing
experience; it was nothing like I expected
it to be. Taking classes is also a great plan
— you can bang out some distribution
requirements. However, if horoscopes,
fish and/or classes are not your things,
you can also spend the summer relaxing
or working at a summer camp. Whatever
you do this summer, make sure that you
give yourself time to recover from the
snowiest winter Boston has ever seen.
Dear NYSD, what is it like living in an offcampus house?
Rebecca: It’s really different than living in a dorm. I am not sure if I could
argue that one is better than the other.
Suddenly, there are all of these responsibilities that you never had to think of
before. For example, taking the trash out
on Sunday nights, replacing batteries in
your smoke detectors or paying bills. I
recommend that you choose housemates
with similar cleaning patterns to you,
otherwise it can make for uncomfortable
situations. If your housemate is OK with
dishes in the sink and you’re not, it’s
something you should think about.
That’s all we have for this week. Send
us more questions! Seriously, we need
them. NOW.
Rebecca Solomon is a junior majoring in
economics. She can be reached at rebecca.
solomon@tufts.edu. Pooja Sivaraman is a
junior majoring in economics. She can be
reached at pooja.sivaraman@tufts.edu.

Op-ed Policy The Op-Ed section of The Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. The Daily welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community; the opinions
expressed in the Op-Ed section do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Daily itself. Opinion articles on campus, national and international issues should be 600 to 1,200 words in length. Op-Ed cartoons are also welcomed for
the Campus Canvas feature. All material is subject to editorial discretion and is not guaranteed to appear in the Daily. All material should be submitted to oped@tuftsdaily.com no later than noon on the day prior to the desired day of
publication; authors must submit their telephone numbers and day-of availability for editing questions. Submissions may not be published elsewhere prior to their appearance in the Daily, including but not limited to other on- and
off-campus newspapers, magazines, blogs and online news websites, as well as Facebook. Republishing of the same piece in a different source is permissible as long as the Daily is credited with originally running the article.
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TUFTS UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA AND DANCE
presents

Richard [[[
Written by
William Shakespeare

Adapted and directed by
Gibson Cima

April 14–18, 2015 at 8:00 pm
Ticket Prices

Tickets & Information
617-627-3493

$10 Tufts ID/Seniors

$15 General Public

dramadance.tufts.edu

$10 on April 14

$1 on April 16

Balch Arena Theater Tufts University

(includes wine and cheese
reception after the show)
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle

Crossword

ACROSS
1 Determination
5 One often
schmeared
10 Get entangled
(with)
14 “It depends”
15 Have __ for news
16 Ended a flight
17 Blue
18 Suppress
19 George Lucas
group
20 Semiprecious
stone
21 Sends out
22 Roast’s roost
23 2014 U.S.
Women’s Open
champ
24 Hamlet, for one
25 Succumb to
pressure
26 Choose not to
pick?
29 Bit of cheering
31 __ kwon do
32 Tiff
34 Computer outlet
supply
35 Bruin legend
36 Furniture
designed for
portability ... or,
what are found in
this puzzle’s
circles
40 Swung thing
41 Winged god
42 Alf and Mork,
briefly
43 Aegean Airlines
hub, on itineraries
44 Dauphins’ play
area
45 Really beat
49 Relatives of emus
51 Exchange
55 Frito go-with?
56 Muppet with a
unibrow
57 Hosiery shade
58 Unusual
59 “__ la Douce”
60 Playground denial
61 “Metamorphoses”
poet
62 Operation
Solomon carrier
63 Symbol of
authority
64 “See you around!”
65 Word sung on
New Year’s Day

Comics

On the Hill

Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

Thursday, April 16, 2015
by Ty Enos and Vincent Carbone

wednesday’s Solution
4/16/15

By Jeffrey Wechsler

66 Belgian
expressionist
James
67 46-Down, for one
DOWN
1 Isolated lines, in
typesetting
2 Go-getter’s phrase
3 Many a character
on “The Good
Wife”
4 Web browser
since 1992
5 Derived from,
with “on”
6 Jungian concept
7 Was accepted as
a member
8 Abstruse
9 Eye part
10 Significant
11 Vertical shuttle
12 Auxiliary seating
units
13 Really tough
puzzle, say
25 Has an ace up
one’s sleeve
27 Healthcare.gov,
for one
28 Computer outlet
supplies
30 Workout woe
33 Telegram

Wednesday’s Puzzle Solved

©2015 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

34 British sports cars
36 Like some advice
37 2008 love triangle
film, with “The”
38 Viking
39 Follower’s suffix
40 The first ones
were introduced
in blonde and
brunette in 1959
46 Eleventh-century
Scandinavian
leader

4/16/15

47 Contralto
Anderson
48 Half-wild Asian
canine
50 “And thereby
hangs __”: Shak.
52 They may be
measured in knots
53 Disco era term
54 Pan on Broadway
57 Immortal Yankee,
with “The”
58 Sway

SUDOKU
Level: Becoming a part of B’s clique.

Wednesday’s Solution
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Wanted
$$SPERM DONORS WANTED$$
Earn up to $1,500/month for less
than 5 hours’ time.
Help families through California
Cryobank’s donor program.
Apply online: SPERMBANK.com

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order or exact cash only.
All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $20 per week or $4 per day with Tufts ID or $30
per week or $8 per day without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except
the cost of the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity,
are of an overly sexual nature or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Tufts battles top teams with No. 3 ranking on the line
WOMEN’S CREW
continued from back

against No. 7 Wesleyan.
“The 1v race against Wesleyan was
certainly a battle. They were ahead,
then we were ahead, then they would
make a move and pull ahead, and so
on. But after about 1600 meters of
this head-to-head competition, I think
the confidence that we were capable
of winning, and consequential mental
toughness, secured our lead across the
finish line,” Peabody said.
In this first varsity race, it seemed
like the Jumbos used their new-found
confidence to help pull them through
the finish line with success.
“We knew that the mental game
would be a key component of success,
and in the 1v’s race against Wesleyan
we were able to stay aggressive under
pressure,” Eickhoff said.
Without their strong mental toughness, the Jumbos might not have been
able to start off their weekend with such
success. In the second round, however,
the Jumbos faced the No. 6 Wellesley
College Blue and were not able to top

them. The weather proved to be a factor
that the Jumbos were unable to overcome, ultimately leading to their loss.
“Wellesley is a very strong crew both
in fitness and technique,” Peabody
said. “There was also an extremely
strong head wind that really threw
us off, so once Wellesley took the
lead, we had a hard time realizing our
rhythm and speed in the rough conditions and were unable to catch them.”
Eickhoff agreed that the weather conditions played a role but acknowledged
that Wellesley rowed better and deserved
to win. In the future, the Jumbos hope to
be prepared for all types of conditions to
keep their mental strength intact.
Heading into Sunday’s race against
Amherst, Tufts was not sure what type
of competition the Lord Jeffs would
bring to the table, as this was the first
year that Amherst had raced in eights.
“It’s likely that they’ll have a few
tough years while they’re transitioning
their program into eights. They rowed
quite well but didn’t have the acceleration on the drive that would allow
them to surge forward,” Eickhoff said.

Even though the Jumbos were
exhausted from the day before, they
were able to compete well and race successfully. The varsity and second varsity
eights were able to beat Amherst, both
by more than 20 seconds.
“There was still a lot of wind on
Sunday, and we took the opportunity
to actively make and execute some
necessary changes from how we rowed
in similar conditions the day before,”
Peabody said.
In addition, they maintained controlled, soft, timely catches even when
the wind pushed the oar in the opposite
direction, which is something they corrected from their previous races. It was
rewarding for the Jumbos to be able
to correct their mistakes from the day
before and see the benefits right away.
This week Tufts is gearing up for
its race against Middlebury at 10 a.m.
on Saturday and against WPI, RIT and
William Smith on Sunday.
“This week in practice, we’ll be
focusing on driving the boat forward
together, giving it life to surge forward
on each stroke,” Eickhoff said.

Jumbos look to rebound following tough stretch
WOMEN’S TENNIS
continued from back

all feel the pain and disappointment of the
losses together, which makes us all want
that excitement and joy to experience when
we win the next time. We play for each other
on the court, and when we keep that in
mind, 100 percent effort is given.”
On April 8, the Jumbos lost their first conference match of the season to the Wesleyan
Cardinals. The weather was not as nice
last week as it was over the weekend, which
meant the match had to be played indoors
in the Hirsh Tennis Center. The Cardinals
jumped out to an early 3-0 lead after sweeping doubles play. Even though Tufts won
four out of the six singles matches, the first
two singles matches off the court went in
Wesleyan’s favor, meaning that it had accrued
enough wins to win the match. The Jumbos
that won were Calabro at No. 2 singles and
Hayashi, Baum and Miller, who played in the
No. 4-6 positions, respectively.
“In singles, we made it our top priority
to go into the matches with a fearless attitude and it boosted our confidence more
than anything,” Miller said.
Tufts has an overall record of 6-6 and
a conference record of 2-3 as it gears
up to play an out-of-conference away
match against Wellesley on Friday. The
team will then take on Conn. College at
home on Saturday.

Caroline Geiling/ The Tufts Daily

The Jumbos were a few points away from turning an 0-3 stretch into a 2-1 one.
“Against Wellesley, I want every
player on our team to go out and play
their own games,” Calabro said. “I

want every single point won or lost to
be because our girls were playing with
no regrets.”

Tufts looks strong in multiple regattas over the weekend
SAILING

continued from back

Boston College.
The women’s team also found success at the Emily Wick Trophy, coming
in ninth out of 18 teams. The inter
conference women’s regatta hosted
by Coast Guard showed trends similar
in the weather on the Thames River
to the other regattas. Junior Amanda
Sommi was one of the sailors who led
her boat to seventh in the A division at
the regatta.
Sommi believes the fact that the
regatta drew upon teams from multiple conferences led to a significantly
competitive group of teams. She also
explained that, while consequential
for ranking within their conference,
the regatta ultimately provided an
important opportunity to prepare for
Nationals qualifiers.
“At this point in the season, for us
[the regatta] just is to realize what we

still have to improve on … and to realize what combination of people we’re
working in what conditions,” she said.
While she feels the team could have
performed better, the result was certainly an improvement on its 17thplace finish at the Dellenbaugh Trophy
the previous weekend. The dodgy
weather was mostly responsible for
that poor result, but the improvement
this weekend nevertheless provided
an important boost in morale in the
lead up to qualifiers for Nationals
10 days from now.
Tufts also entered two teams into
the Admiral Alymers regatta hosted by
Mass Maritime, with the teams finishing second and sixth out of 13. One of
the crews sailing in the A division for
the team that finished in second was
Dienemann.
Her boat had to adjust to difficult
conditions, but it was able to recover
as the wind picked up.

Dienemann’s background in sailing is particularly interesting in that
there’s very little to it: The first-y ear
decided to walk onto the team “on a
whim.” Now fully integrated in the
team — which she calls a “family”
— Dienemann sees every regatta as
another opportunity to make herself a
better sailor.
In the remaining action of the
weekend for the Jumbos, the team
earned third out of six competitors
in a Promotional Regatta called the
Tyrell Trophy, hosted by University of
Connecticut, on Sunday. More action
is scheduled for next weekend, including the Southern 5 regatta, hosted
by Rhode Island, and the President’s
Trophy women’s regatta, hosted by
Boston University. The most important
upcoming regatta, however, will be the
New England Women’s Championship
on April 25-26, as the women’s team
will seek a spot in Nationals.

Steven Hefter | The Association

The waiting game
begins

Y

esterday, the NBA regular season
ended. Sixteen teams will begin
the playoffs and the other 14 will
enter the NBA Draft Lottery. Here
is a look at the rookie class of the 20152016 season.
The top two players of this year’s draft are
widely thought to be two big men who competed in this year’s Final Four. In a league
where guard play has become an essential
aspect of an elite team, it is interesting that
two centers will likely be drafted in the top
two slots of the draft. Karl-Anthony Towns
and Jahlil Okafor are nonetheless the two
best and NBA-ready players in this year’s
field. Towns is an incredibly athletic big man
who was a force on the defensive end for the
Kentucky Wildcats this past season, while
also showcasing his post presence. Okafor,
however, is the more skilled offensive player,
averaging 17.7 points per game in his only
season at Duke. Who goes to which team
is still up in the air, and the teams in contention for the consensus top two picks
will not be set until the NBA Draft Lottery.
There are three teams in contention: the
Timberwolves, the Knicks and the 76ers.
The team with the worst record in the
league owns a 25 percent chance at the
top pick, followed by 19.9 percent and 15.6
percent for the second- and third-worst,
respectively. As of now, the Wolves have
the worst record in the league at 16-65.
The Knicks, much to the dismay of their
fans, have won three of their past five
games, including a win against the Hawks,
the best team in the East, to move into the
second-to-last place position in the league
with a record of 17-64. The 76ers have a
record of 18-63. Even though all 14 teams
in the lottery technically have a chance
at the number one pick, I’m just going to
assume it will be one of these three teams.
If the Timberwolves own the top pick,
I believe they should take Okafor. He is
the more proven offensive weapon and
boasts excellent footwork and basketball IQ.
He could fit very well with last year’s number
one pick, Andrew Wiggins, and explosive
leaper Zach LaVine. Minnesota has an array
of young talent in Anthony Bennett, Adreian
Payne and Ricky Rubio, as well as a veteran
leader in Kevin Garnett. Okafor would add
much-needed offense to a roster that has
averaged only 97.6 points per game, bad
enough for 23rd in the league.
In terms of the Knicks, the clear choice
is Towns. He is dominant on the defensive
end, and although he is a bit raw offensively, he has the most upside of anyone
in the draft. Sound familiar from another
Kentucky big man from the 2012 draft?
The Knicks need to add assets for the
future, and Towns is the biggest of them
all in this draft. He also will help tremendously on defense on a team that allowed
101.1 points per game this season, which
was bad enough for 20th in the league.
For the 76ers, they actually do not need
big men after acquiring Nerlens Noel and
Joel Embiid in the past two drafts. Therefore,
I propose they either draft D’Angelo Russell
or Emmanuel Mudiay. Both are attack-minded guards that can score and manage an
offense. Russell did it at Ohio State, leading a
roster virtually bereft of talent to the Round of
32 of the NCAA Tournament. Mudiay elected
to play in China instead of at SMU and has
the raw talent to become a star, despite the
fact that his jumper needs work.
Overall, there is talent and upside at the
top of this draft class, and we will know
more when the lottery occurs.
Steven Hefter is a junior majoring in economics. He can be reached at steven.hefter@tufts.edu.
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Tennis

Tufts drops three
straight matches to
NESCAC opponents
by Steven Hefter
Sports Editor

After starting the NESCAC
with two wins at Colby and
Bates, the No. 19 Tufts women’s tennis team has dropped
its past three league matches against No. 3 Amherst, No.
33 Trinity and No. 17 Wesleyan.
The team, despite its recent losing streak, maintains a 2-3 conference record and can still salvage the rest of the conference
slate against Conn. College, No.
1 Williams and No. 10 Bowdoin.
On a beautiful Monday afternoon in Medford, the Amherst
Lord Jeffs visited the Jumbos
for a match on the Voute Tennis
Courts. Amherst took a 3-0
lead after doubles competition with strong performances at all positions. In the No.
1 position, sophomores Alexa
Meltzer and Conner Calabro
squared off against first-year
Vickie Ip and junior Sue Ghosh,
ranked No. 50 in the nation individually, and lost 8-1. In the No.
2 doubles position, sophomores
Chelsea Hayashi and Jacqueline
Baum held a 5-4 lead against
junior Maddy Sung and sophomore Jackie Calla but lost the
last four games to lose 8-5. In
the No. 3 position, first-years
Aandrita Deb and Zoe Miller
fell 8-6 to senior Safi Aly and
junior Sarah Monteagudo. In
singles play, the lone win for
Tufts came in the No. 6 position, where Miller defeated
sophomore Claire Carpenter by
a score of 6-4, 6-4. The rest of
the matches fell in Amherst’s
favor. Ip defeated Meltzer 6-1,
6-0 in the No. 1 position, while

Ghosh defeated Calabro 6-3,
6-0 in the No. 2 position.
“She is definitely a solid
player,” Calabro said of Ghosh.
“The way that I neutralized the
points during the match was
by using the wind to my advantage as well as hitting high and
heavy shots to her backhand.”
First-year Lauren Louks, Baum
and Hayashi played in the No.
3, 4 and 5 positions, respectively, and all fell in straight sets.
Although Tufts won more matches in Saturday’s tilt at Trinity, the
result was the same, as Trinity
won the match 5-4. Tufts won two
out of the three doubles matches
to begin the day, as Meltzer and
Hayashi beat first-years Emily
Curtis and Vanja Babunski by a
score of 8-1. Deb and Miller played
in the No. 3 position against junior
Katie Hawkins and senior Abby
Barton and prevailed by the same
result. Baum and Calabro played
at No. 1 doubles and lost to the
Bantam pair of juniors Morgan
Feldman and Melita Ferjanic, 8-1.
Tufts was not able to hang on for
the win in singles play, winning at
only the four and five positions.
Baum and Miller both won easily in straight sets, but Meltzer,
Calabro and Hayashi, who played
in the No.1-3 positions, respectively, could not pull out wins.
The deciding match came down
to sophomore Hannah Conroy in
the No. 6 singles position, who
lost in a three-set nailbiter, 6-2,
3-6, 6-3 to Curtis.
“Though we’ve had some rough
losses, I genuinely believe that
those times make the team closer
and stronger,” Calabro said. “We

Crew

Jumbos strive to prove top national
ranking reflects ability on the water
by Alexa Meltzer
Contributing Writer

The women’s crew team went
into last weekend’s races with
a new sense of confidence as
it moved up in the national
rankings, from No. 11 to No. 3.
Its weekend of racing, however, ended with mixed results.
When the Jumbos first saw
their new position in the rowing rankings, they were both
excited and in disbelief. They
were, however, also aware that
the most difficult part would
be maintaining this ranking.
“It was incredible to be

ranked that high, but we
also knew we’d have to fight
to stay there,” junior Emily
Eickhoff said.
The jump in the rankings
definitely shocked other teams,
but the Jumbos prepared to
prove that they belong there.
Coming
off
a
huge
tie against current No. 2
Trinity on April 4, Tufts
knew that it could compete
against any other school’s
boats. The team also anticipated that in its races this
weekend, they would have
huge targets on their backs,
which for them seemed to be

exciting yet terrifying at the
same time.
“I think that this early in
the season, the rankings are
fluid because boat speeds
are [also fluid]. However, the
advancement does, without a
doubt, show that we are capable of being at the top of the
rankings and is motivation
to work especially hard over
the next few weeks in order to
remain a competitive team,”
junior Emma Peabody said.
Tufts began its day on
Saturday with a solid row
see WOMEN’S CREW, page 15

Courtesy Anna Lindgren-Streicher

see WOMEN’S TENNIS, page 15

Tufts was able to defeat Amherst by 22.4 seconds in its race on Sunday.

Sailing

Tufts co-ed sailing sneaks into Nationals with fourth-place finish
by Jack Szumski
Contributing Writer

Just a couple of weeks ago, the ice
blanketing Mystic Lake — where the
sailing team practices — was still in the
process of thawing.

“We were out breaking ice with various
tools for the first month and a half of our
season,” first-year Lara Dienemann said.
Fast forward to this past weekend,
when the team enjoyed temperatures
as high as 70 degrees during the five
different regattas in which Tufts partic-

ipated. The good weather meant even
better sailing and a weekend full of
important results.
Most importantly, the co-ed team
finished in fourth place in the Fowle
Trophy. The Conference Championship
Regatta, hosted by Harvard, took place

Courtesy Nicholas Pfosi Photography

Tufts sailed in five regattas over the weekend and narrowly qualified for Nationals.

on the Charles and featured some
tough winds on Saturday, but much
milder weather followed on Sunday
with only a two-to-eight knot breeze.
The regatta’s purpose was to select
the top four teams from New England
— a notoriously difficult region from
which to qualify. The Jumbos started
well but ended round one with six wins
and five losses, putting them on track
to just miss out on one of the top four
spots. However, round two on Sunday
provided the team with an opportunity to rebound as it won five out of
the remaining seven races. With an
11-7 record overall, the Jumbos were
able to sneak into the top four ahead
of Harvard (10
- 8). This meant qualification into Nationals and provided
what was surely the highlight of the
weekend for the sailing team. Finishing
ahead of Tufts and also qualifying for
Nationals from New England were
Boston College, Roger Williams and
Yale.
The weekend featured another win
for the sailing team as well. The team
went 10-
1 to win the Mystic Lake
Team Race, a regatta hosted by Tufts.
Saturday’s racing was almost nonexistent, as rough winds caused a plethora
of breakdowns and protests. Sunday
was nearly the complete opposite, as
winds failed to pick up enough for a
full rotation of races until noon when
all of the races were finally sailed. The
team’s only loss came to second-place
see SAILING, page 15

